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Project Beardstair 
 
 Project Beardstair began as a mystery and blossomed into the collaborative project it 
is today.  Drawing from the Digital Humanities, Project Beardstair uses History of the Book, 
Bibliographical, and Textual Studies methodologies to gather and synthesize information. 
Three students from the Humanities & Arts College and one student from the School of 
Library and Information Science have committed to complete a collaborative project that will 
result in a peer-reviewed digital scholarly edition of four artists’ books from the Modernist 
literary period (early twentieth century). With support from Dr. Danelle Moon, Director of 
SJSU Special Collections, this digital scholarly edition will be maintained on the SJSU servers 
and will be peer reviewed for both content and technological infrastructure by entities in 
Digital Humanities and Modernist literature. With the guidance of Professor Katherine D. 
Harris of the English department, the project collaborators have produced the contextual 
writings integral to any peer-reviewed scholarly edition. With a completion date of June 2012, 
the project collaborators have now begun the second phase of the project: creating the 
platform and infrastructure for creating a digital scholarly edition – protocols that follow the 
standards established by the Digital Library Federation, the Modern Language Association, 
and the Documentary Editing Association. Collaborators have learned about not only 
standards for scholarly research, but also methods of distributing scholarly materials in a 
digital environment. In other words, this digital scholarly edition, produced exclusively by the 
student collaborators, will be as permanent and authoritative as any book on a shelf. 
Operating outside of the SJSU curriculum or any classroom setting, the student collaborators 
have voluntarily taken on the scholarship and project management of this unique endeavor 
and have engaged a type of project-centered scholarship that typifies any working 
environment. 

 
 In early September 2011, Jesus Espinoza found himself in possession of five slim 
volumes that had been erroneously deposited into the library where he was working.  These 
texts did not belong to the library. Someone had dropped them into the outside library return 
bin, and, according to Jesus, this happens all the time. The library staff usually sends the 
books to the Friends of the Library Bookstore for sale to the general public. Jesus, having 
already taken Professor Harris’ book-history-infused Digital Humanities course, brought 
them to her. There was no doubt that they were of some value. The handmade paper and 
uncut pages in all of them signaled a potential research moment. After sorting through 
WorldCat, Professor Harris discovered that two of the books were extremely valuable. With 
the rarity of at least one, Dr. Harris felt a responsibility to create an open-access digital 
edition — which would be easy enough considering that there were only a few pages in each 
volume. But the art history value coupled with the provenance, book history, literary history, 
and Victorian/Modernist specifics meant that the topics were out of Professor Harris’ realm 
of expertise. It was decided to collect a team of interested students to research these texts. 
The volunteers who stepped forward were two English undergraduates from Professor 
Harris’ Honors course on Digital Literature, a Twitter follower who is a graduate student 
studying library science, and an English graduate student from Dr. Harris’ seminar on 
romantic literature. With the aid of a library science student, two students who had already 
studied digital scholarly editions, and a graduate student currently engaged in studying the 



British nineteenth century, the project began with voluntary monthly meetings to set goals 
and assess progress.  
 
 The books discovered were “The Ballad of a Barber,” by Aubrey Beardsley, The 
Sphinx by Oscar Wilde, Sebastian Van Storck, by Walter Pater, and a folio by William Blake.  
We began our project with each of us taking one book for a month's time and seeing where 
the research led us.  We at first eliminated the William Blake text from our research as, being 
a Romantic author, he didn't seem to fit in with the rest of our Modern writers.  However, 
upon further research, it was discovered that there was another connection that had not 
occurred to us at first glance.  Two of our works (The Sphinx and Sebastian Van Storck) were 
illustrated by the eccentric artist Alastair.  While in the library, we discovered that listed 
alphabetically in the section for illustrators were Alastair, Aubrey Beardsley and also William 
Blake.  From this we deduced that the reason for these particular books being found together 
may have been the connection of the illustrators rather than the authors. 

 
 The actual subject matter of each of these rare books varies from murder to escape, 
from admiration to disgust. Each of the rare books also contains vividly hand-printed and 
colored illustrations and illuminations that give them their mystique and value. The only 
poem piece in our rare collection is also the rarest; a privately commissioned copy of Aubrey 
Beardsley’s poem “The Ballad of a Barber” was in poor 
shape when Jesus found it, but it did not take away from its 
beauty. The turquoise and tan marbled cover of the piece 
sheltered only a few pages of poetry and two illustrations 
by Beardsley—the last page of the poem, and also where 
the last illustration was placed, was left uncut by its owner. 
The jagged edges showed some wear, and the publisher’s 
information was dubious at best. A well-known artist 
inspired by the Art Nouveau movement of the late 
nineteenth century, Aubrey Beardsley dabbled in poetry as 
many of his contemporaries did. “The Ballad of a Barber” 
details the macabre obsession of a barber who is cutting the 
hair of a young princess. Throughout the 17-stanza poem, 
the internal machinations of the barber are revealed as both 
loving and violent. He ends up cutting the princess with a broken bottle of cologne, and he is 
hanged for it. The role of aestheticism in Aubrey Beardsley’s work is clear—the dictum, “art 
for art’s sake,” remains at the heart of his poem, with the barber’s thoughts mainly 
emphasizing the awful power of beauty. The sinister twist at the end of the poem signals a 
deeper look into aestheticism: Can vanity go too far? Beardsley’s work not only embraced the 
grotesque, but also scrutinized it. Thus, this rare find of a poem provides a closer look into 
Beardsley’s time and just how revolutionary Art Nouveau was to the fin-de-siecle period of 
British literature. 
 

 The text and illustrations of Sebastian Van Storck, 
another gem in this intriguing group of abandoned books, show 
intriguing links to Beardsley.  Through our research, we have 
found that the illustrator of Walter Pater's text -- Alastair  (the 
psuedonym for an artist by the name of Baron Hans Henning 
Voigt) -- was  influenced by Beardsley, Aestheticism, Decadence, 
and Art Deco. Like Beardsley's intricate pen drawings, Alastair's 
artistic flourishes     boast exquisite detail, as the artist renders 
Van Storck's gradual withdrawal from a family and society he 



finds too indulgent. Parallels can be drawn between Voigt, a somewhat elusive character in 
historical lore, and the title character of Pater's story. Both men were known for their 
ambiguous multi-national identities, a theme that is also reflected in Pater's story's mention of 
French and Italian influence on Dutch art. Alastair's illustrations, furthermore, suggest an 
Eastern influence, particularly resembling Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai's "The Great 
Wave Off of Kanagawa." Interestingly, Alastair illustrated not only Pater's story, but the work 
of Pater's contemporary and acquaintance, Oscar Wilde as well.   

 
 The Sphinx is one of 1,000 unnumbered copies.  It contains twelve full illustrations as 
well as thirteen introductory initials. The cover shows an intricately designed golden sphinx 
looking at a turquoise crescent moon. Both Wilde and Voigt 
share a predilection for the grotesque and the gothic.  Wilde's 
description of the sphinx and Voigt's illustrations in the book 
blend femininity and sexuality with morbid images.  In the poem, 
the speaker, a young man of about twenty, is visited by a 
beautiful and ancient sphinx.  Wilde subverts the role of the 
sphinx as a teller of riddles and has the speaker question the 
sphinx about her experiences and her past lovers.  The speakers 
is both fascinated and disturbed by the sphinx's erotic tales and 
at the poem's conclusion the speaker, in disgust with his own 
depravity turns back to religion.  Voigt's illustrations blend a 
fascination with the bizarre with the elements of surface and line.  
The connections between the books' artists along with the themes within the books are what 
really drove to project into fruition.  

 
 The project has a two-fold approach:  

 
1. Fall semester goals: exhibit in Special Collections and research time to figure out the 

connections and contexts; and 
2. Spring semester goals: construct a digital edition supported and maintained by the 

library and to be peer-reviewed by NINES (www.nines.org), if at all possible. 

 After describing archival research and the exploratory impetus behind doing this kind 
of work, the team committed to follow any path or avenue that was compelling. And, more 
importantly, they agreed to update each other over the Google Group and to exchange books 
at each meeting. This way, each researcher would spend four weeks with a single volume. The 
student collaborators are driven by their collaborative spirit and the search for tangents and 
interesting threads to discover and create the narrative behind these four volumes.  

Recent Presentations on Methodologies & Research 

 In Fall 2011, Pollyanna Macchiano presented her experiences with Digital Humanities 
at THATCamp Pedagogy and includes a description of the entire project towards the 
conclusion (see video here: 
http://triproftri.wordpress.com/2011/06/24/thatcamp-pedagogy-bootcamp/). 

  Two of the student collaborators have been invited to present their research and 
request feedback on the digital platform for the scholarly edition at the exclusive 
undergraduate conference Re:Humanities (http://news.haverford.edu/blogs/rehumanities/), 
being held at Swarthmore in March 2012.  

Learning Outcomes 

 Above all, our project and the tools that we have been using and plan on using have 
opened us into other ways of experiencing a course of study in and out of the classroom. One 



of the most unusual aspects of our project is the fact that none of us are receiving any credit 
for it. It’s completely outside the curriculum and done purely out of the desire for discovery.   

 The format of our research has been very beneficial to the project as a whole and to 
our own individual research.  Our monthly meetings tie everyone’s research together and 
foster an environment where new questions and connections can be made.  We bring 
different perspectives and leave with a clearer sense of the goals we want to reach for the next 
meeting.  We find connections between our own research and branch out into other areas of 
interest.  No one person is in charge of any area of research or aspect of the project.  As a 
result, we have all been able to add to each other’s findings and/or continue where another 
person may have reached an impasse. Posting our research and findings on the Google 
Group has been instrumental for us to do this. 

 One of the other aspects of our project is that it is completely under our control.  We 
make all the decisions together instead of someone else providing us with guidelines and 
goals for the project.  One example arose when we were asked how much should we allow 
others outside of the project into our group.  We value the “sanctity” of our project and while 
we certainly have gone to other people as a point of reference or for a bit of guidance in the 
right direction, we have enjoyed making decisions and discoveries on our own as opposed to 
an “expert” coming in and handing information to us.   

 At this moment the project has remained relatively low-tech, with the extent of our 
technological interface being our shared information over Google Groups.  Our anticipated 
end goal, however, is to create a highly technological digital scholarly edition.  Our current 
plan for a platform is Omeka with a WordPress plug in.  However, we are still toying with the 
possibility of different platforms.   
 
 From an undergraduate perspective, the possibility of having our project displayed 
publicly and knowing that other scholars may read our essays and view our research is quite 
exciting (as well as nerve wracking) because it allows us to see our project as more than 
schoolwork.  The possibility of experiencing a course in a way that allows us to interact and 
with current scholars and actually have relevance in the “real world” outside the classroom is 
revolutionary.  If projects like this were actually part of a curriculum they would provide a 
better incentive than grades to the right students.  By delving into a project like this, students 
would be allowed to be an active part of scholarship. The result of this exposure to active 
scholarship would be a zeal and passion for the actual literature rather than zeal and passion 
merely for a higher grade.  This would provide a truly amazing experience for students.  The 
enthusiasm we share for this project is something that we want to translate to the 
classroom--a different way to experience coursework and a new and exciting way to 
experience scholarship as a whole.    


